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Abstract We demonstrate a strategy for construction of high-throughput microfluidic systems generating gradations of chemistry in micro-droplets. The productivity of the systems that we propose is limited only by the maximum rate of the droplet formation, and does not need to be limited by the rate of mixing. Multilayer polycarbonate chips transform two miscible input streams $A$ and $B$ into $N$ streams of droplets, containing mixtures $[A]_i$, $[B]_i$. Exemplary devices generate linear ($[B]_i \propto i$) and logarithmic gradations ($\ln[B]_i \propto i$). We also analyze the use of the same strategy for the generation of concentration gradation in the streams of droplets comprising mixtures of liquids of different viscosities. The devices preserve the required distribution of compositions, while allowing the volume of the droplets to be tuned over almost two orders of magnitude (i.e. between 3 and 80 nL).
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1 Introduction

Here we report a simple method—exploiting simple hydrodynamic laws—for the formation of parallel streams of droplets comprising predetermined composition gradations of two miscible input streams. The systems that we propose operate at the highest rate possible, i.e. at a rate that is limited only by the operation of the droplet generators, and not by the rate of mixing of the input streams. As we deliver the input streams directly to the droplet generators, our systems use the rapid mixing in the droplets to homogenize the mixtures. We characterize, in detail, the throughput of the devices and their performance measured in the fidelity of the generation of concentration gradations, and the tightness of the volume distribution of the droplets. Importantly, for preparatory applications that require throughput we also demonstrate the use of our system for the encapsulation of liquid mixtures of significantly dissimilar viscosities.

The low-to-moderate values of Reynolds numbers generate laminar flow and diffusional mixing (Kenis et al. 1999) making it possible to create controlled variations of chemical composition across the channels (Dertinger et al. 2001). The technique uses Kirchhoff’s equations to design a network of channels that take two input streams $A$ and $B$, and then iteratively split, combine, and mix their flows to create $N$ outputs of predesigned combinations (Dertinger et al. 2002; Lin et al. 2004; Neils et al. 2004; Yamada et al. 2006; Irimia et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2008; Hattori et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2010; Campbell and Groisman 2007). All these techniques mix the sub-streams of $A$ and $B$ (and their combinations) within the network by diffusion, strongly limiting the maximum throughput. This strategy makes it also very difficult to create gradations from liquids of different viscosities as gradation of viscosity in the flow of...
combinations of the input streams requires additional linearization procedures (Yusuf et al. 2010).

The gradient-generating devices can be used to form streams of droplets exhibiting chemistry concentration gradations. For example, Niu et al. (2011) have applied a ‘dilution chamber’ to obtain, at high throughput, a set of droplets differing with concentration. Lorenz et al. (2008) have used the original (Dertinger et al. 2001) gradient generator to supply five dilutions of a fluorescent dye into five droplet generators. Damean et al. (2009) has used the outlets of a gradient-generating device (Campbell and Groisman 2007) as the source of the dispersed phase, supplying parallel droplet generators to form a linear gradation of fluorescein diphosphate, in order to screen the activity of the alkaline phosphatase. These reports add to the collection of techniques in droplet microfluidics oriented toward the screening of reaction conditions (Zheng et al. 2005; Churski et al. 2010; Cao et al. 2012; Miller et al. 2012) in analytical applications, where high throughput is not that important.

Preparatory applications of droplet microfluidics could greatly benefit from the simultaneous control of the volume of the droplets, and their composition. One example is the preparation of monodisperse polymeric particles or capsules, each having a well-defined profile of release of an active substance (Xu et al. 2009). In a broader view, the techniques for forming monodisperse droplets (Thorsen et al. 2001; Anna et al. 2003; Garstecki et al. 2005) have created a potential for a range of applications in the formulation of new materials, including particles (Xu et al. 2005) capsules (Utada et al. 2005) or even more complicated structures, such as multiple emulsions (Chu et al. 2007).

Although there exist both passive (Li et al. 2007; Nisisako and Torii 2008) and active (Guzowski et al. 2011) methods for high-throughput formation of monodisperse droplets in microfluidic systems of parallel droplet generators that can provide a throughput of e.g. 320 mL/h (2.5 mL/h per junction) (Nisisako and Torii 2008; Song et al. 2006), there are no solutions that offer, simultaneously, high-throughput and control of the varied composition of the droplets in the parallel streams.

Here, we propose and detail a simple solution to the problem. It is well known that liquids can be rapidly mixed inside droplets (Song et al. 2006), and we, thus, propose a device in which the input streams have only one confluent point per droplet generator (immediately upstream of it), and that does not require mixing of the input solutions before they are enclosed inside a droplet. We first analyze the maximum throughput of the devices generating linear and logarithmic gradations of concentration in the droplets, and then examine the applicability of the same methodology for the generation of concentration gradations of liquids of varied viscosity in the droplets. In these demonstrations, we use chips fabricated in polycarbonate (PC), as this material is ideally suited to the fabrication of multilayer devices, presents compatibility with various organic oils that is superior to the commonly used polydimethylsiloxane (Lee et al. 2003), and can be modified to generate both water-in-oil (Jankowski et al. 2011) and oil-in-water (Derzsi et al. 2011) emulsions.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Microfabrication

We fabricated the chips via CNC micro milling (MSG4025, ErgWind, Poland). We then cleaned the milled slabs, and bonded the three layers together using registering pins and a method (Ogonczyk et al. 2010) that comprises swelling of the surface layer of PC with vapors of dichloromethane and subsequent compression (0.2 MPa) of the plates at 130 °C for half an hour. The devices used for the formation of gradations of fractions of liquids of different viscosities were additionally modified with dodecylamine (Jankowski et al. 2011). While Fig. 1 gives a scheme of the channels on the chip, Figs. 2 and 8a show photographs of the three chips that we tested. Each of our microchips comprised three layers of polycarbonate (Macroclear, Bayer), two of which contained networks of microchannels [of uniform cross section 200 × 200 μm (±10 μm)]. The middle layer comprised through-holes that communicated the outer layers.
2.2 Liquids

We used distilled water (Millipore) or a 62% w/w solution of glycerol (Chempur, Poland) in distilled water (Millipore) and a 15% w/w mixture of ink (Quink, Parker Washable Blue or Encre Rouge, Waterman, France) in distilled water as the two input streams of the droplet phase. The viscosity of the applied solution of glycerin was 10 times higher than that of water. A network that distributes the continuous liquid was supplied by a 2% w/w solution of Span80 (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) in hexadecane (Alpha Aesar, Germany).

2.3 Experimental setup

In the experiments engaging fluids of the same viscosity, we used syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus, PHD2000) to infuse all liquids. In the case of the experiment based on testing the influence of differences in viscosities on the preservation of the gradient and droplet creation, we used a set of reducing valves and capillaries to control the values of the flow rates of the infused fluids \( Q \) by varying the values of the applied pressure \( p \). We established the dependence of \( Q \) on \( p \) during a calibration process. According to that, we could easily determine \( Q \) on the basis of the applied \( p \). We changed the length of the capillaries to preserve a constant ratio (1:1) of the infused fluids creating the droplet phase (Korczyk et al. 2011). In the experiments with liquids characterized by different viscosities, we used the pressure-driven flow in order to minimize the fluctuations of the rate of the inflow of the liquids into the chip. To acquire videos that we subsequently analyzed with a MatLab routine, we used a stereoscope (Nikon SMZ1500) equipped with a fast camera (Photron 1024).

2.4 Theoretical model

The chip is supplied with two miscible droplet phases, \( A \) and \( B \), and a continuous liquid, \( C \), that preferentially wets the walls of the channels, and is not miscible either with \( A \) or with \( B \). We adopt the simplest possible topology for the networks of channels that distribute liquids \( A \) and \( B \) to the droplet generators (Fig. 1). Each inlet (of liquid \( A \) and of liquid \( B \)) splits into \( N \) channels \( \{ A_i \} \) and \( \{ B_i \} \). These channels are characterized by hydraulic resistances \( \{ r_{A_i} \} \) and \( \{ r_{B_i} \} \). Channels \( A_i \) and \( B_i \) join at a confluent point at the entrance to the inlet channel for the droplet phase in the \( i \)th droplet generator, and supply it with liquids \( A \) and \( B \) at rates \( q_{A_i} \) and \( q_{B_i} \), respectively. The dimensionless concentration \( \hat{C}_i \) of species \( B \), defined as \( \hat{C}_i = \frac{C_i}{C_B} \), where \( C_B \) is the concentration of species \( B \) in the input stream \( B \) in the \( i \)th inlet is \( \hat{C}_i = \frac{q_{B_i}}{q} \), where \( q = q_{A_i} + q_{B_i} \). We set, as a requirement, that \( q = (Q_A + Q_B)/N \), i.e. that the total rate of flow of the two droplet liquids through each droplet generator is the same. Importantly, the same strategy and calculations can be used to set the flow rates through each T-junction to different values.

2.5 Calculation of the lengths of the channels

In order to design the microfluidic network of channels, we first set the desired combination of concentrations \( \{ \hat{C}_i \} \), and then calculate (1) the sets of resistances \( \{ r_{A_i} \} \) and \( \{ r_{B_i} \} \), and (2) the required ratio of the inflow rates of the two liquids \( Q_A/Q_B \) that will yield the desired profile of concentrations. We first note that \( Q_X = \sum_{i=1}^{N} q_X \), where \( X = A \) or \( B \). Each \( q_X = \Delta p / r_X \), where \( \Delta p \) is the difference...
of pressures at the inlet and at the terminus of the distribution channel (the $i$th confluent point). From the definition of $\hat{C}_i$, we know that $q_{Ai} = q(1 - \hat{C}_i)$ and $q_{Bi} = q\hat{C}_i$. Thus, $Q_A/Q_B = (\sum_{i=1}^{N} \hat{C}_i)/(N - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \hat{C}_i)$ yields the required ratio of inflow rates of the two miscible liquids. It can be shown (SI, Fig. 12) that $\Delta p$ is the same for all the distribution channels, provided that the resistances of the channels, running downstream from each confluent point via the droplet generator to the common outlet, are the same. This, via the Hagen Poiseuille law $Q = \Delta p/r$, allows us to write: $r_{Ai}/r_{Ai} = (1 - \hat{C}_i)/(1 - \hat{C}_i)$ and $r_{Bi}/r_{Bi} = \hat{C}_k/\hat{C}_i$, where indices $i$ and $k$ refer to any two of the parallel lines in the system. Since, for channels of constant (and the same) cross section, the hydraulic resistance is proportional to the length of the channel, we rewrite these in terms of lengths: $l_{Ai}/l_{Ai} = (1 - \hat{C}_i)/(1 - \hat{C}_i)$ and $l_{Bi}/l_{Bi} = C_k/\hat{C}_i$. Then it is enough to set an arbitrary length of one of the channels in each set ($l_{Ai}$) and ($l_{Bi}$) to calculate all the others.

We designed and fabricated two devices (Fig. 2) for the examination of their throughput: a system generating a linear gradation of $\hat{C}_i$, and a device producing a logarithmic variation of $\hat{C}_i$. In the ‘linear’ generator we set eight out channels for the generation of {$(\hat{C}_i) = \{1, 6/7, 5/7, 4/7, 3/7, 2/7, 1/7, 0\}$}. Assuming an arbitrary reference length $l_{Ai} = 26.28$ mm we obtain {$l_{Ai} = \{26.28, 30.68, 36.76, 45.96, 61.32, 91.96, 183.96, \text{infinity}\}$} (mm) and (setting $l_{Bi} = 26.26$ mm) {$l_{Bi} = \{\text{infinity}, 183.96, 91.96, 61.32, 45.96, 36.76, 30.68, 26.26\}$} (mm). In the ‘logarithmic’ chip we designed six outlet channels producing {$(\hat{C}_i) = \{1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 0\}$} with corresponding lengths of the distribution channels {$l_{Ai} = \{50, 53.33, 57.14, 66.67, 100.00, \text{infinity}\}$} (mm) and {$l_{Bi} = \{\text{infinity}, 320, 160, 80, 40, 20\}$} (mm). Obviously, the channels of ‘infinity’ length are designed to carry zero flow, and thus we simply do not incorporate them into the design. The layouts of the channel networks on each layer are given in Fig. 13 in the Supplementary Information.

2.6 Operation of the system

Apart from the distribution network for the liquids $A$ and $B$, the chip integrates several essential elements (Fig. 2): an inlet and distribution network for the continuous liquid, a set of channels between the confluent points and the T-junctions where liquids $A$ and $B$ flow together, a set of T-junction droplet generators, a set of meanders for mixing the content of the droplets, and a set of outlet channels that allow for simultaneous visualization of the streams of droplets. We supply the continuous liquid through a symmetric ‘fractal’ cascade of channels presenting equal hydraulic resistance for all $N$ lines.

3 Results

3.1 Characterization of throughput

3.1.1 Single T-junction

As a reference for the systems generating concentration gradations in droplets, we first examined the maximum throughput and the range of droplet volumes that can be generated in a single T-junction of the same dimensions as the T-junctions in the parallel systems. All the channels that constitute the T-junction are square (200 x 200 μm) in cross section and the side channel joins the main channel at a right angle. We used water as the droplet phase, and a 2 % (w/w) solution of Span80 in hexadecane as the continuous liquid. The single T-junction displays the scaling relation relevant to low values of capillary numbers (Garstecki et al. 2006; Christopher and Anna 2007; van Steijn et al. 2010) in which the volume ($V$) of the droplets depends predominantly on the ratio of the flow rates of the droplet ($Q_d$) and of the continuous ($Q_c$) liquids (Fig. 3a). Figure 3b shows the range of flow rates, within which the system produces droplets. Outside this range the device shifts either to a laminar co-flow (Guillot and Colin 2005; Guillot et al. 2009), or jetting (Lee et al. 2011) regimes. The maximum throughput of the droplet phase in a single junction is ca. 6 mL/h corresponding to the generation of 174 drops/s. In the integrated systems, the maximum frequencies that we recorded were about 110 and 197 drops/s per single junction in the linear and logarithmic chips, respectively. The total throughput of the systems is higher as it encompasses the contributions from each parallel section: 882 drops/s in the linear and 1,179 drops/s in the logarithmic device. The system that used liquids of different viscosities presented lower productivities—317 and 40 drops/s in the whole device and in the single junction, respectively.

![Fig. 3 Single T-junction. a Volume of droplets as a function of the ratio of flow rates [the numbers in curly brackets give the $Q_d$ in (mL/h)]. b The range of operation of the T-junction in the dripping regime in the space spanned by the rates of flow](image-url)
3.1.2 Volume of droplets produced in parallel

We varied the total rate of flow of the droplet phase \( Q_D = Q_A + Q_B \) and the rate of flow of the continuous \( Q_C \) liquid to measure the range of operation and volume of the droplets formed in the parallel systems. In order to extensively probe the \((Q_D, Q_C)\) space, we first varied \( Q_C \) for three constant values of \( Q_D = \{6, 16, 30\} \) (mL/h), and then varied \( Q_D \) with \( Q_C = \{2, 5, 10\} \) (mL/h). This allowed us to determine the ranges of flow rates over which the systems produced droplets (Fig. 4).

Both microchips displayed similar ranges of operation to the single T-junction. We attribute the slight reduction of these ranges to small geometric differences between the junctions, resulting from imperfections in their fabrication.

![Fig. 4 The solid lines give the ranges of operation of the linear (a) and logarithmic (b) systems within which the devices produce droplets. For comparison the dashed line shows the working range of a single T-junction. The triangles show the experimental points from the parallel devices, and are values obtained per single T-junction](image)

Also, the volume of the droplets varies with \( Q_D \) and \( Q_C \), similarly as in the case of the single T-junction. Figure 5 demonstrates these trends, together with exemplary micrographs of the droplets.

3.1.3 Volume distribution of the droplets

We characterized the tightness of the volume distribution of the droplets in the individual channels, and in the whole device (across channels). We calculated the standard deviation \( \sigma \) of the lengths \( L_i \) of the droplets within a channel as

\[
\sigma = \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (L_i - \bar{L})^2 \right)^{1/2}
\]

around the mean

\[
\bar{L} = \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} L_i \right).
\]

We found \( \sigma \) to be always lower than 5\% of \( \bar{L} \), signifying tightly monodisperse populations within each channel.

To determine the tightness of the volume distribution across the parallel channels, we used the same formula and calculated the standard deviation \( \sigma^* \) around the mean \( \bar{L}^* \). We observed that, while at higher flow rates the emulsions are tightly monodisperse \( (\sigma^*/\bar{L}^* < 5\%) \), at lower flow rates the variation of the droplet volumes in the parallel channels increases to \( \sim 10\% \), and, in some cases, exceeds this value (Fig. 6). We associate the higher standard deviation of the volumes between the channels in comparison to the volumes within each channel mostly to imperfections in the fabrication of the parallel systems.

![Fig. 5 Dependence of the volume of the microdroplets on the ratio of flow rates of the droplet and continuous phases in the case of linear (a) and logarithmic (b) gradients. The numbers in curly brackets give \( Q_D \) in mL/h. Micrographs illustrating the microdroplets of different size, depending on the applied rates of flow (left micrographs \( Q_D = 6 \) mL/h, \( Q_C = 55 \) mL/h; right micrographs \( Q_D = 6 \) mL/h, \( Q_C = 2 \) mL/h)](image)
3.2 Characterization of the concentration profile

We used image analysis to extract the concentration of the dye in the droplets in the parallel outlet streams via the Lambert–Beer law \( I = I_0 e^{-\varepsilon d} \), where \( I_0 \) and \( I \) are the intensities of the incident and recorded light, respectively, \( \varepsilon \) the molar absorptivity of the dye, \( d \) the length of the optical path through the droplet, and \( C \) is the concentration of the dye. As \( I_0, I \), and \( \varepsilon \) are constant, we could assume that \( C \propto 1/I \). We normalized the such-determined concentrations to the 0-1 non-dimensional scale, where 1 describes the maximum concentration of the dye, and 0 neat water. Figure 7a, b shows a perfect match of the recorded concentration gradation in the case of the linear devices, and a reasonable match for the logarithmic one.

In order to assess the fidelity of the generation of the prescribed concentration gradations quantitatively, we calculated the coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) for a wide range of flow rates. We used \( R^2 = 1 - (\text{SSE}/\text{SST}) \), where the error sum of squares \( (\text{SSE}) \) is defined as \( \text{SSE} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} (C_i - \bar{C}_i)^2 \) and the total sum of squares (\( \text{SST} \)) \( \text{SST} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_i^2 \right) - (1/N) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_i \right)^2 \) where \( N \) is the number of channels, \( C_i \) and \( \bar{C}_i \) are the experimental and required values of the concentration, respectively. In all cases, these values were close to unity for practically all the measurements (Fig. 7c, d). This indicates that the systems generate the desired concentration gradations in the droplets over almost the whole range of flow rates that support the formation of droplets at all.

3.3 Formation of concentration gradations from the input streams of different viscosities

It is well known that the viscosity of the droplet phase affects both the operational range of the flow rates of droplet generators, and the tightness of the volume distribution of the droplets (Tice et al. 2004; Seo et al. 2005; Husny and Cooper-White 2006; Nie et al. 2008; Christopher et al. 2008; Berthier et al. 2010; Yeom and Lee 2011). For example, Berthier et al. (2010) have shown that liquids of higher viscosities produce smaller droplets. Also Tice et al. (2004) have shown that, in a T-junction, the increasing viscosity of the input droplet phase limits the range of rates of flow within which the system produces monodisperse droplets. The higher the viscosity of the inner phase, the sooner (i.e. at progressively smaller flow rates) the system shifts to the co-flow regime. The problem of droplet formation from a compound stream comprising lamellae of two liquids of two different viscosities has, so far, not been addressed.

In addition, the formation of concentration gradations of liquids of different viscosities is difficult in the standard microfluidic gradient generators (Yusuf et al. 2010). Mixing of combinations of liquids of different viscosities produces a gradation of viscosity that influences the distribution of the flow through a cascade of splitting and merging junctions in the networks. In such a system, in order to produce the required concentration gradation at the outlet, it is necessary to apply additional linearization procedures (Yusuf et al. 2010) that are specific to the particular set of liquids, and cannot be used for a different set.

Here we demonstrate that the architecture that we discussed above is suitable also for the formation of droplets presenting liquid content gradations of different viscosities. The strategy of the mixing of the input streams already after they are encapsulated into droplets, takes advantage of a more efficient mixing when the liquids that constitute a droplet differ in their viscosities (Tice et al. 2004).

We use the same general strategy in the design of the system— with the pairs of sub-streams A and B joining at a confluence point immediately upstream of the junction. In the chip for the formation of droplets comprising liquids of...
different viscosities, we used K-junctions where the confluent point is in the junction itself (Fig. 8).

### 3.4 Single K-junction

We first characterize the operation of a single K-junction operated with different combinations of flow rates of the viscous (V) and non-viscous (NV) liquids. For the more viscous liquid, we used a 62% (w/w) solution of glycerol in distilled water ($\mu = 10.11 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa s) while a solution of dye in distilled water ($\mu = 0.89 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa s) served as the less viscous fluid. In order to stabilize the viscosities during the experiments, we stabilized the temperature of the containers and resistive capillaries in a water bath at 25°C.

As a higher viscosity of the droplet phase promotes the transition to jetting at lower flow rates (Tice et al. 2004; Berthier et al. 2010), we decided to modify the surface of our microchannels hydrophobically with dodecylamine (Jankowski et al. 2011). As is evident from a comparison of the dotted line in Fig. 9a and the dashed-dotted line in Fig. 4, this modification significantly expanded the range of flow rates that resulted in reproducible dripping.

### 3.5 Order of delivery of liquids

We observed that the range of flow rates that produced droplets depended on the order of delivery of the liquids into the K-junction: (1) the more viscous liquid (V) supplied from above (upstream of) the less viscous (NV) fluid, an arrangement that we refer to as V–NV (Fig. 8c) and (2) the opposite case of the NV liquid supplied from above the V liquid (NV–V) (Fig. 8b). Our screens (Fig. 9) of droplet
generation in these two configurations at different combinations of the flow rates of the liquids showed the tendency of narrowing the range of the generation of droplets of increased viscosity, yet the reduction is much more severe in the V–NV configuration than in the NV–V one. In order to maximize the throughput of the chip, it is better to supply the more viscous liquid from above (stream-wise) the less viscous liquid. This observation has a simple and intuitive explanation: the T-junction systems cross-over into the jetting regime when the liquid adjacent to the wall downstream of the junction no longer breaks. An increase in the viscosity of the liquid adjacent to this wall promotes the transition to jetting, and thus it is preferred to keep the more viscous liquid away from the wall.

As is evident from the diagrams shown in Fig. 9a, the maximum rate of droplet formation decreases with increasing fraction of the more viscous liquid. Thus, in the parallel system the maximum rate is limited to the maximum rate of the junction that forms droplets composed entirely of the more viscous liquid (Fig. 9b).

3.6 Volumes of the droplets

In spite of the complication associated with the significantly different viscosities of the input streams, and with the fact that each of the junctions was supplied with a different combination of flow rates of the input streams, the device successfully generated monodisperse droplets (Fig. 10). The dependence of the droplet volume on the flow rates suggests a slight deviation from linearity of $V$ in $Q_D/Q_C$, yet the ratio of flow rates remains the principal determinant of the volume of the droplets. This result is quite surprising, given the much higher hydrodynamic complexity of formation of droplets from compound streams of liquids significantly differing in viscosity, in comparison to the generation of droplets from homogeneous liquids in a standard T-junction.

3.7 Volume distribution of the droplets

The micrograph shown in Fig. 11a suggests that the droplets comprising viscosity gradations are remarkably monodisperse. We quantified the standard deviation of the lengths of the droplets both within the individual channel ($\sigma$) and across the parallel device ($\sigma^*$). We find $\sigma < 5\%$ always, while $\sigma^*$ is smaller than 5 % at larger flow rates of the continuous liquid.

3.8 Concentration profiles

To confirm the designed profile of concentrations, we analyzed the images in a similar way as in the case of the linear and logarithmic gradients operating with liquids of the same viscosity. In Fig. 11b, we illustrate the linear profiles of the concentration in the parallel streams for the lowest and the highest flow rates $\{Q_D, Q_C\}$ (4, 9 mL/h and 16, 85 mL/h). The droplets maintain, almost perfectly, the desired linear concentration gradation of the dye. The $R^2$ values for the gradations that we recorded over a wide range of flow rates all fell above ~0.97 (Fig. 14 in SI).
Fig. 11  a The relative standard deviation of the droplet lengths calculated over droplets in all the parallel channels in the device supplied with liquids of different viscosity. The symbols correspond to different flow rates \(Q_D\) (mL/h). b The recorded (symbols) and desired (solid line) gradations of the dye concentration in the droplets comprising liquids of dissimilar viscosity. The numbers in the brackets give the flow rates \(Q_D, Q_C\) (mL/h)

4 Discussion

We have described an architecture of the microfluidic chips that allows for (1) the generation of gradations of chemistry in parallel streams of droplets, (2) maximizes the rate of the generation of droplets. Furthermore, our method is time saving with regard to the simultaneity of the droplet creation, and cost limiting as there is no need to use any extra elements such as valves or electronic systems to control the concentration of the applied ingredients. The design that we propose eliminates the necessity of mixing the input streams multiple times, and the dependence of the output on the viscosity of the intermediate mixtures. This, in turn, allowed us to use the same system to produce concentration gradations in droplets comprising liquids of different viscosities.

Our report adds to the studies of the mechanism of the formation of droplets in microfluidic junctions. Our observations suggest that the range of flow rates over which the system produces monodisperse droplets depends on the surface properties. A comparison of the diagrams in Figs. 3b and 9a shows that, even though the unmodified surface of polycarbonate is sufficiently hydrophobic to allow for the generation of droplets of water in hexadecane, an increase of the hydrophobic character, via a modification of PC with dedecylamin, significantly expands the range that promotes dripping. In other words, the transition from dripping to jetting seems to depend on the value of the contact angle of the dispersed phase on the surface (in the air 84° for water on native PC and 130° on PC modified with DDA; in the 2% solution of SPAN80 in hexadecane 105.3° on native and 139.7° on modified surface).

The second fundamental observation is that in the systems that break compound streams of liquids of different viscosities into droplets, the range of flow rates that promotes dripping depends on the order of delivery of the less and more viscous liquids. Having the more viscous liquid separated from the wall onto which the neck of the droplet collapses during the break-up, shifts the transition to jetting to higher flow rates.

The systems that we have demonstrated here produced linear and logarithmic concentration gradations in the droplets. All these systems formed tightly monodisperse droplets, and faithfully represented the designed concentration gradations over a wide range of flow rates. This allowed us to (1) tune the volume of the droplets over a wide range (from 5 to 80 nL) and to (2) maximize the throughput of the system up to ca. 6 mL/h per single junction, while applying non-viscous solutions (water) or 2 mL/h in the case of an arrangement concerning liquids of different viscosities.

One potential drawback of the architecture that we propose here, in comparison to the systems that mix the input streams at different combinations in a network of interconnected channels, is that the maximum ratio of output concentrations in the droplets translates into a ratio of resistances of the channels that deliver input streams into the confluent point. In designs that keep the cross sections of all the channels similar, this condition makes it impractical to produce gradations comprising ratios spanning over many orders of magnitude. With precise fabrication schemes it is, however, possible to obtain a large span of resistances of the delivery channels by varying their cross sections. Importantly, the architectures that we propose here can be easily and freely modified to generate parallel streams of virtually any functional form of concentration gradation, and—at the same time—to produce droplets of different, designed, volume at each of the junctions.

The fact that it is possible to produce parallel streams of drops comprising liquids of different viscosities may make this strategy attractive for preparative applications that use solutions of polymers to form beads or capsules. Potential use of suspensions of spheres of a well-defined distribution of diameters and concentrations of active substances may be useful in cosmetic or pharmaceutical industries to precisely design and control the profiles of release (Xu et al. 2009).
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